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Previously I rated the app a 3 after discovering that the camera save function took away, but after looking online I learned how to do it! After saving the images you want, to like you will re-post to Instagram, and the app will open. Exit the Instagram app and then check your camera roll and the pictures should be there! Yes, if you have
multiple photos, it will take a while to save them all one by one, but this is the only way to keep them! Let's hope the next update will bring back the save feature. Instagram started out as a mobile check-in app. It was created by Kevin Sistrom and Mike Krieger in San Francisco. It was originally called Burbn and very similar to Foursquare.
Since Foursquare was already widely used, the creators, Sistrom and Krieger reinvented it as a photo sharing app. But it still had a location function. After some time, they changed the name of the app to Instagram, which was a combination of the words instant camera and telegram. Instagram is available on Android, Apple and Windows
devices. The best part of Instagram is that content or materials uploaded by users can be shared with all their followers or just a selected number of friends. Minor editing on photos and videos like cropping and rotating is also very easy to do in the app itself. Other than that, you can also create Instagram filters. App users can comment,
view, and like posts shared by the people they're following. The social media platform was acquired by Facebook in 2012, making photo sharing much easier with users who have accounts on both platforms. Image of Oberlo Approximately, 2 years ago, Instagram users could only upload photos and videos. Today, there is a feature called
stories. Instagram Stories is very similar to Snapchat. You can upload photos or short videos and add stickers and texts to it. Uploaded content can only be viewed for 24 hours. After a day, your story can only be seen in your archives. The most recent addition to Instagram is the addition of links. You can learn more about adding links to
your Instagram stories here. You can also add your stories to your profile highlights. If you do, your story will be available for your followers to see. But you can't see the spectators anymore. The latest feature in the app is Instagram TV (IGTV) which allows you to upload longer videos. IGTV may be available to your followers all the time.
You can upload a full short film or a long clip of an event via IGTV and let your followers watch the entire video. Instagram for Harry Cunningham's Influencers Photo on Unsplash Many people have been using Instagram as alternative to Facebook. This is because Instagram doesn't need to have all your information available to the public.
As long as you carefully choose which videos and photos you upload, all your private information will be kept secure. This photo-sharing platform is one of the media platforms for artists, influencers and the like. This is because of how easy it is to use and reach other users. Hashtags are a great way to tag your posts so others can easily
find your material. The app's Browse feature can display popular photos, videos, and nearby locations for other users to see. But this also depends on whether the media is set to public. The video duration for Instagram videos is between 3 and 60 seconds. In that short period of time, you can already put short ads. Creating an Instagram
account image of Wantwhat Create an Instagram account is also very easy! You are only at least 13 years of age and have an active email address. If you have a Facebook account, you can also choose to create an account through it. Then, you can choose a unique username and you are ready to go! You can now upload photos and
videos. You can select your content and have a theme to make your profile more aesthetically pleasing. Here is a guide on how to use the Insagram app for new users. Security for Instagram users While Instagram is a fun way to share your photos and videos with other users, there are definitely some risks for it. There is a possibility that
if someone is lurking through the app, their security may be compromised. We recommend that if you don't want anyone to see your posts and Stories, keep your profile private. This allows you to only show your media to the people you allow to follow. Having a private profile also gives you the option to accept new followers, so that not
everyone can follow you instantly or view your content easily. We recommend that you don't share your location in real time either. That is, if you're in one place and plan to tag the location, don't post immediately so potential stalkers don't get a chance to catch you. Always keep in mind that everything you post online could be a way for
others to use them against you. What are Instagram downloaders? Sometimes, you just want to save other users' photos and videos to Instagram. It can be a selfie or video from your favorite artist, or just really anything interesting to you. Or maybe the auto-save feature went out, so it couldn't. Unfortunately, the Instagram Bookmark
feature can only allow you to view your marked photos in the app. The platform has not yet allowed you to save content directly to your phone. Taking a screenshot of an image is probably the easiest way to save an Instagram photo. But this will affect the image quality. There are third-party apps that can help you save Instagram content
without having to quality. What it does is it downloads the media file. This guarantees good quality. Screenshots and screen recorders cannot give the same quality. In this article, we'll give you our best selections for the best Instagram downloaders so you can finally save Instagram content and easily. Best Instagram Downloaders for iOS
and Android In this section, we have hand-picked the best Instagram downloaders for iOS and Android mobile users. All the apps we've presented work well with the most used mobile devices so you can save photos and videos directly to your phone. Regrammer Image by Regrammer Regrammer is one of the most popular photo and
video downloaders for Instagram. You can use it to republish any user's photos and videos on Instagram. All you need to do is copy the post link into the Regrammer app and view it there. From there, you can easily republish it to your Instagram feed. It's one of the fastest and easiest ways to share content from other users. The great
thing about Regrammer is that you don't need to sign in, which makes it very easy to use. You won't get any Regrammer comments on photos and videos either. And finally, you can even download and republish Instagram TV (IGTV). Here's how to download Instagram photos and videos with Regrammer. Go to the Instagram app and get
the link for the post that contains the video or photo you want to download. You can do this by pressing the three-dot button in the upper-left corner of the post, then Copy Link. A pop-up message must indicate that the link has been copied to the clipboard. Start Regrammer and the link must be automatically copied to the application. If
not, you can paste it manually into the text box. Tap Preview and wait for the video or photo itself to appear, then tap the share button. There are several options to make from here; Select download video or download photo to save content to your device. FastSave Image by FastSave Another popular Instagram downloader is FastSave.
You don't always have to be online to see your favorite content from other users. Like Regrammer, you don't have to worry about annoying watermarks that can ruin the quality of your photo or video. The best part about FastSave is that there is no limit to the number of photos and videos you can download. You can download as much
content as you want, as long as your smartphone's memory has ample space. In the top bar of the app's home screen, you can quickly view saved stories. By long pressing a saved photo, you can get details from users. And you can even hide your saved photos in the app with its Secret Locker feature. But how do you use the app to
download Instagram content? Launch FastSave on your mobile phone and enable FastSave Service by tapping the toggle switch. On the FastSave home page, tap the button that says Open Instagram. Then your feed should appear Copy the link for the content you want to save. Like Regrammer, you can do this by tapping the three-
point button in the upper-left corner of a pole. FastSave will automatically save the content you have chosen. Saver Reposter Image by Saver Reposter Sometimes, you also want to be able to copy subtitles and hashtags to your favorite content on Instagram, as well as only photos and videos. Videos. Saver Reposter is the great
Instagram download app that can do all this with ease. Poster Saver allows you to move between the app and Instagram in one click. You can also download content even if you run the app in the background. Here's how to do it: Open the Instagram app with your mobile phone and copy the link to the content you want to save. Switch to
Saver Reposter and paste the link into the text box. If you are downloading the image, tap Save image. If you're downloading a video, tap Save video. Wait for the download to finish. All of you are the videos and photos you save will be available within the app in the Download Downloads tab. Video Downloader for Instagram by Google
Play InShot Image Another top Instagram download app for videos and IGTV content on your phone. You can also copy tags to Instagram posts. This app is free! You can download videos quickly with a single click. Video Downloader is probably the most versatile Instagram media downloader. Easily download and save photos and
videos, copy tags and share downloaded content. This is how you can download photos and videos from Instagram using this app. To do this, tap the three-point button for a post, then select Share with. You will be redirected to Video Downloader for Instagram by InShot. Just wait for the download to complete. You can access the photos
and videos you have downloaded in the app itself. Regrann Image by Google Play Regrann is an Instagram downloader that is fast and easy to use. You can use it directly in the Instagram app. This app is free and you can republish photos and videos without having to close the Instagram app. You can also choose whether to add
watermarks or to your saved photos and videos. Finally, the best part about Regrann is that you can also add custom signatures to the media you've downloaded. Here is a step-by-step guide on how to download photos and videos to Instagram using Regrann. Once you've installed Regrann on your device, go to the Instagram app and
find the content you want to download. Click Copy Link and Regrann will start automatically. There are few selections here; you can republish, share, and save. Tap the icon that looks like an SD card to download the Instagram photos and videos you want. Quick Save Image by Apk4All Every other Instagram download app we've
mentioned are very similar in terms of features. But what makes Quick Save stand out is that it allows you to edit images and videos. You can choose from a variety of filters and editing tools you have. You can do more with Quick Save due to its added grid style and photo splitting features. The interface App user is very stylish, too!
Downloading instagram photos and videos with Quick Save is quite simple. That's how. Launch Quick Save on your devices. It will show your Instagram feed in grid style as how on the real Instagram app. Tap on the item you want to download. It may be a bit annoying, but you'll have added them before the app asks you for multiple
actions. From the list of options, select Save to download a video or photo to your gallery. InstaGet Image from AppShopper InstaGet is an Instagram downloader that you can use directly in the Instagram app. It's one of the easiest and most direct download apps out there. It also allows you to copy hashtags as an added feature. Here's
how to use InstaGet to download Instagram content. Launch Instagram on your device and copy the link to the content you want to save. Proceed to InstaGet right after. The app automatically recognizes and downloads the link you copied, so there's literally nothing to do, but wait for the download to complete. Go to your camera role and
the video or photo you recently saved must be at the top of the list. What are the risks in using Instagram downloaders? When you access content download on Instagram, there's a tendency to plagiarism posts. We strongly recommend that if you are republishing any material from another user, you will request your permission first. If not,
the next thing you can do is at least credit the original owner of the photo or video in the footer. You can get into a lot of trouble with the law by claiming ownership of content that isn't really yours. What's more is, you can get into other worse problems if you don't give the right credit to the original creator or poster. So please always give
credit and never claim someone else's material or work to be yours. We recommend this article for people who want to save Instagram media for use. We do not recommend republishing other content as your own. However, as long as you have permission or give appropriate credits to the owner, our recommended applications are ideal
for use. We have wrapped our best selections for the best Instagram downloaders of 2020. We hope this article will help you find which app is best for you to save and republish favorite Instagram photos and videos. While there are plenty of other Instagram downloaders online, these are the best you can get. Get.
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